Joint segmentation of images and scanned point cloud in large-scale street scenes with low-annotation cost.
We propose a novel method for the parsing of images and scanned point cloud in large-scale street environment. The proposed method significantly reduces the intensive labeling cost in previous works by automatically generating training data from the input data. The automatic generation of training data begins with the initialization of training data with weak priors in the street environment, followed by a filtering scheme to remove mislabeled training samples. We formulate the filtering as a binary labeling optimization problem over a conditional random filed that we call object graph, simultaneously integrating spatial smoothness preference and label consistency between 2D and 3D. Toward the final parsing, with the automatically generated training data, a CRF-based parsing method that integrates the coordination of image appearance and 3D geometry is adopted to perform the parsing of large-scale street scenes. The proposed approach is evaluated on city-scale Google Street View data, with an encouraging parsing performance demonstrated.